4 3p -2p 4 3s and 2p 4 3d -2p 4 3p lines in fluorine-like neon ion (NeII) have been calculated within the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method with quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections. The results are compared with all existing experimental and theoretical data.
Introduction
Knowledge of accurate atomic parameters, such as transition probabilities, is fundamental in the study of atomic structure, and of laboratory or astrophysical plasmas. In what concerns astrophysics, these parameters are crucial to estimate the densities of species in the atmospheres of stars, galaxies and nebulae [1] .
Neon, after H, He, O, and C, is one of the most abundant elements in Universe and is one of the products of hydrogen and helium thermonuclear reactions in the orderly evolution of stellar interiors [2] .
Because of its cosmic abundance and atomic properties all neon ions are of importance in various astrophysical sources, in particular Ne II, whose emission lines are very intense.
The interest in the spectrum of Ne II has been further stimulated by large discrepancies between the existing transition probability values of the spontaneous emission rates (Einstein's A ki values) for weak intercombination, or spin-forbidden, lines.
Koopman [3] performed the first extensive measurements of Ne II spectra, covering around 50 lines, using an electrically driven shock tube as the spectroscopic source and adjusted in some cases with the help of the J-file sum rule proposed by Condon an Shortley [4] . This rule, used in systems that do not accurately follow the LS coupling scheme, relates the sum of the oscillator strengths of the Send offprint requests to: J. P. Santos a jps@fct.unl.pt lines with a common upper or lower level to the quantum weight of that state. Koopman's work is one of the original references given in the NIST-ASD compilation [5] . Extensive spontaneous-emission data on Ne II using a water-cooled neon-ion-laser discharge without any mirrors as the spectroscopic source were obtained by [6] .
After more than twenty years since the last reported measured values, Burshtein and Vujnovic [7] obtained the absolute transition probabilities of the 3p-3s transition array within an overall uncertainty of 25%.
Griesman et al. [8] , using a high-current hollow-cathode lamp, provided absolute measurements of transition probabilities for 48 Ne II lines, and relative measurements for 83 Ne II lines, corresponding to 3p, 3d and 4s upper levels and including many weak intersystem lines for the first time. Their uncertainty is 11% for strong lines (A ki > 0.1 × 10 8 s −1 ), increasing to 32% for weaker lines. In 1999, Fuhr and Wiese [9] published a critical compilation of atomic transition probabilities for about 9000 selected lines of all elements, mainly for neutral and singly ionized spectra, to which they assigned an uncertainty band of 25-50%.
Using a pulsed discharge lamp emission experiment, Val et al. [10] reported transition probability values for 94 Ne II lines, in the 337-463 nm spectral region. Their absolute A ki values were obtained by using bibliographic data as reference and, consequently, their quality is linked to the intrinsic quality of these data. They estimated an average error around 15% for A ki transition values larger than 0.2 × 10 8 s −1 and around 30% for the weakest transitions.
Djenize et al. [11] measured the transition probabilities of 42 Ne II spectral lines in a linear low-pressure pulsed arc. The transition probabilities were obtained using the relative line intensity ratio method. Their uncertainties range from 10% to 20%.
Using a high-current hollow cathode discharge in pure neon Bridges and Wiese [12] studied experimentally weak intersystem lines and related strong persistent lines of Ne II. They obtained transition probabilities for some 3p-3s, 3d-3p and 4f-3d lines with uncertainties smaller than 25%, 27% and 31%, respectively.
In what concerns the theoretical work, Garstang [13] performed, to our knowledge, the first Ne II ion transition probability calculations using the intermediate coupling approximation and parameters determined empirically from observational data.
Marantz [14] calculated, within the intermediate coupling approximation, the radial wavefunctions by using the computer program developed by Herman and Skillman [15] , and obtained results very similar to those given by Garstang.
Using the general configuration interaction code CIV3, Blackford and Hibbert [16] reported calculations for transitions in F-like ions in the range Z = 10, . . . , 33. Only a limited amount of correlation was included within the n = 2 electrons, and the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian included only the mass correction, Darwin terms, and a one-electron spin-orbit operator. These authors have made some adjustments to the transition energies to bring them close to experimental energy separations.
Froese Fischer and He [17] performed calculations for some Ne II transitions taking two approaches: the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method with BreitPauli corrections, omitting only the orbit-orbit term, which does not contribute to term mixing, and the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) method with Breit correction. The latter method allowed the authors to compute the results in two different gauges: in the Coulomb (velocity) gauge and Babushkin (length) gauge.
Godefroid and Hibbert [18] re-analyzed some CIV3 results for Ne II and found that the major reason for the discrepancy with the earlier MCHF data by Froese Fischer and He [17] was mainly related to the omission of the "fine-tuning" in the previous calculations, which is made by correcting empirically the off-diagonal coupling Hamiltonian matrix element, assuming a proportionality between the coupling term and the fine-structure energy separation.
Zheng and Wang [19] employed the Weakest Bound Electron Potential Model (WBEPM) method to calculate some transition probabilities for individual lines of Ne II. The needed parameters for this method were determined by fitting the experimental value of energy level and the expectation value of radial distance.
Recently, Froese Fischer and Tachiev [20] reported energy levels, lifetimes, and transition probabilities for, among others, the F-like (Z = 9, . . . , 14) sequence. The wavefunctions were determined using the MCHF method with relativistic effects included through the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian, omitting only the orbit-orbit interaction. Afterwards, the calculated transition probabilities were "adjusted" by correcting the transition energy using the available experimental data. The authors reported that the shifts in the energy adjustments were considerably smaller than in the earlier MCHF calculations for Ne II [17] due to the inclusion of more correlation, and concluded that the MCDHF levels published in reference [17] were not correctly ordered.
In the present ab initio theoretical work we start from a Dirac-Fock calculation with Breit interaction included self-consistently. Higher-order retardation and one-electron radiative corrections are also included, and the screening of the self-energy is evaluated using the Welton approximation. Correlation is added within the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock method (MCDF). In this framework we have calculated the relativistic transition wavelengths for several Ne II 2p 4 3p -2p 4 3s and 2p 4 3d -2p 4 3p lines, and used them to compute the transition probabilities.
Relativistic calculations
Ne II has seven electrons outside the 1s 2 core, which produce interactions in the excited states. In order to obtain accurate results in an ab initio based in the Configuration Interaction (CI) method, a large number of configurations should be considered to deal with these interactions, making the calculation very complex and time consuming. Another problem of this ab initio method is to select a proper configuration wave function, especially for excited states, because different selections of configuration wave function make accuracy of different results.
The MCDF approach, being a variational method, has the advantage of providing, with smaller basis sets, results of the same accuracy of those obtained with the CI method, or variants.
The general relativistic program developed by Desclaux and Indelicato [21, 22, 23] was used to compute the energies and wavefuntions, as well as radiative transition probabilities within the MCDF method.
In order to obtain a correct relationship between manybody methods and quantum electrodynamics (QED), one should start from the no-pair Hamiltonian [24, 25, 26, 27] 
where H D is the one electron Dirac operator and V is an operator representing the electron-electron interaction of order one in α, properly set up between projection operators
to avoid coupling positive and negative energy states
The expression of V ij in the Coulomb gauge and in atomic units is
where r ij = |r i − r j | is the inter-electronic distance, ω ij is the energy of the exchanged photon between the two electrons, α i are the Dirac matrices and c is the speed of light [28] . The term (3) represents the Coulomb interaction, the term (4) is the Gaunt (magnetic) interaction, and the last two terms (5) stand for the retardation operator. In this expression the ∇ operators act only on r ij and not on the following wave functions.
By a series expansion of the operators in expressions (4) and (5) in powers of ω ij r ij /c 1 one obtains the Breit interaction, which includes the leading retardation contribution of order 1/c 2 . The Breit interaction is, then, the sum of the Gaunt interaction (4) and the Breit retardation
In the many-body part of the calculation the electronelectron interaction is described by the sum of the Coulomb and the Breit interactions. Higher orders in 1/c, deriving from the difference between Eqs. (5) and (6) are treated here only as a first order perturbation. All calculations are done for a finite nucleus using a uniformly charged sphere. The atomic mass and the nuclear radius were taken from the tables by Audi et al. [29] and Angeli and [30] , respectively.
Radiative corrections are also introduced, from a full QED treatment. The one-electron self-energy is evaluated using the one-electron values of Mohr and co-workers [31, 32, 33, 34] and corrected for finite nuclear size [35] .
The self-energy screening and vacuum polarization are treated with an approximate method developed by Indelicato and co-workers [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] .
For each transition, initial and final states are computed independently to get accurate correlation energies. Consequently, the initial and final state orbitals of identical symmetry are not orthogonal (see, e.g. [41] and references therein). This non-orthogonality is properly taken in account in the transition probability calculation using Löwdin's method [42] . Being a fully relativistic method, initial and final levels for each transition are defined in jjcoupling. However, for comparison with other published work where levels are characterized by their LSJ values, we show in the tables, for each level, the most important LSJ set of values which results from the expansion of the jjJ wave function in terms of LSJ ones.
Results and discussion
When the wave functions are determined variationally, the energy of a particular atomic level will be the lowest that can be achieved with the specific form used for the wave function. Improvements in the wave function, such as the inclusion of more configuration state functions to account for electronic correlation, will lead, in principle, to monotonic reductions in the energy, which guarantees the improvement of the energy accuracy.
Unlike in the evaluation of energies, there is no guaranteed monotonic improvement in the energy separations between atomic levels (transition energy) with respect to improvements in the wave function. Nevertheless, this problem can be overcome by optimizing, in a systematic manner, both the wave function and energy of each level, so that the two states are treated, as far as possible, in a balanced way. Consequently, the amount of correlation included in the calculation of the wave function and energy must be equivalent for both initial and final levels.
The results obtained in this work for the 1s 2 2s 2 2p
4 3s transition wavelength, shown in Table 1 , are an example of the importance of the inclusion of correlation. We observe that the calculated singleconfiguration Dirac-Fock wavelength differs by about 4% from the experimental value. The inclusion of correlation narrows this difference to less than 0.3%. It is worthwhile to call attention to the fact that the correlation configuration 2p 2 3p 6 2 , in the upper level, and the 2p 2 3s 6 2 one in the lower level, with =s...f, give only a contribution of 0.25 nm to the wavelength, which is 0.08% of the calculated value. Furthermore, we observe that the inclusion of the mentioned configurations with =f gives no contribution to the wavelength value. Considering this analysis, to obtain the valence and the core-valence correlation contributions we used a virtual space spanned by single and double-excited configurations up to 3d orbitals, resulting from the excitation of n = 2 and n = 3 electrons in the upper and lower levels, and the double-excited configurations 2p 2 3p n 2 , for the upper level, and 2p 2 3s n 2 , with n 2 =4s 2 ...6d 2 . This educated choice allowed us to maintain a manageable virtual orbital space, and to avoid the nonrelativistic offset through the inclusion of the "Brillouin" single excitations [44] .
A comparison between the results of this work for the transition wavelengths and Kramida and Nave's experimental results [43] , published in the NIST webpage [5] , is presented in Tables 2 and 3 , and illustrated in Figure 1 . We observe that all theoretical results differ by less than 6% from the experimental ones, and more than 20% differ by less than 1% from the Kramida and Nave's results. This agreement validates our transition wavelength results.
The role of gauge invariance in the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the electron-positron field is discussed explicitly in well-known texts [45] . Existing relativistic self-consistent-field calculations of radiative atomic transition probabilities have been carried out in the Coulomb or Babushkin gauges. In the nonrelativistic limit the Coulomb gauge formula for the transition probability yields the dipole velocity expression whilst the Babushkin formula gives the dipole length expression [46] .
From the point of view of the transition probability accuracy, an important requisite is the agreement between length and velocity forms. Nevertheless, one should be cautious about drawing conclusions from such an agreement in the relativistic case, since it depends on the proper inclusion of the negative energy state [47] , which cannot be explicitly done in the present calculations. When there is no good agreement between the two forms, there are reasons for a preference of the length form over the velocity form from the non-relativistic [48, 49] and relativistic [50] points of view.
A graphical comparison of our results with experimental results for the transition probabilities of the 3p-3s and 3d-3p is shown in Fig. 2 and 3 , respectively. The line identification is given in Tables 2 and 3 . The first conclusion we draw from these figures is that there is a large disagreement between the experimental results. The maximum relative difference between the experimental values for each transition spans a range from 45% to 200% in the 3p-3s transitions, and from 5% to 277% in the 3d-3p transitions. The average of these maxima is 45% for the former transitions and 71% for the latter ones. The cause of these discrepancies, even within experiments of the same type is puzzling. Possible reasons are misidentifications of the lines, normalization problems, and nonselective excitation of atomic energy levels.
In order to have an experimental reference to assess the theoretical calculations we computed, for each transition, the weighted average, A ExpAv , using as weight, for each case, the inverse of the square of the uncertainty.
In the cases the uncertainty is not provided, such as Koopman [3] , Hodges and Marantz [6] , Burshtein and Vujnovic [7] , and Fuhr and Wiese [9] , we have assumed an uncertainty of 30%.
In Tables 2 and 3 , the transition probability values (A ki ) calculated in this work for several ( 3 P)3p -( 3 P)3s and ( 3 P)3d -( 3 P)3p lines (LS dipole-allowed and intersystem lines), respectively, in Ne II are compared with the available theoretical values of Garstang [13] , Marantz [14] , Blackford and Hibbert [16] , Zheng [19] , and Fischer and Tachiev [20] , and with the experimental weighted average (EWA), A ExpAv .
A general agreement between length and velocity forms of the transition probabilities is found; in 91% of our results the length and velocity forms of the oscillator strengths differ by less than 20% and in 60% of our results the two forms differ by less than10%.
Comparing our ab initio values and the adjusted results by Fischer and Tachiev [20] to the EWA values, in 50% of the 3d-3p lines our ab initio values are closer than the later adjusted values, and in 80% of the 3p-3s lines the adjusted Fischer and Tachiev values are closer than our values. In order to assess the influence of the inclusion of the experimental transition energies in the adjusted A ki values, we present in Table 4 , for some lines, the relative differences between our ab initio values A TW,l , our adjusted values with the NIST transition energies A TW,l adjusted , the adjusted Fischer and Tachiev values, and the weighted average experimental values A ExpAv . We observe that in all analyzed cases the energy adjustment bring our ab initio results closer to the EWA values than the Fischer and Tachiev results. Nevertheless, we must emphasize that this agreement is only indicative, and should not be considered in an absolute way since, as mentioned earlier, there is a large disagreement between the experimental results and, consequently, the EWA reflect only an experimental trend. Table 2 . Wavelengths λ (in nm) and transition probabilities A ki (in 10 8 s −1 ) for some 3p − 3s lines and comparisons with other theoretical and experimental results. λTW, A TW,l and ATW,v represent, respectively, the wavelength and the transition probability values in the length and velocity gauges calculated in this work. AG, AM, ABH, AZ and AFT denote theoretical values taken from Garstang [13] , Marantz [14] , Blackford and Hibbert [16] , Zheng [19] , and Fischer and Tachiev [20] , respectively. λNIST represent the experimental NIST values by Kramida and Nave [43] , and AExp Av the weighted average experimental values. Table 3 . Wavelengths λ (in nm) and transition probabilities A ki (in 10 8 s −1 ) for some 3d − 3p lines and comparisons with other theoretical and experimental results. λTW, A TW,l and ATW,v represent, respectively, the wavelength and the transition probability values in the length and velocity gauges calculated in this work. AG, AM, ABH, AFH, AGF, AZ, AFT denote theoretical values taken from Garstang [13] , Marantz [14] , Blackford and Hibbert [16] , Fischer and He [17] , Godefroid and Fischer [18] , Zheng [19] , and Fischer and Tachiev [20] , respectively. λNIST represent the experimental NIST values by Kramida and Nave [43] 
Conclusions
We presented ab initio relativistic calculated values of transition wavelengths and probabilities for several 2p 4 3p -2p 4 3s and 2p 4 3d -2p 4 3p lines Ne II. These transitions are of interest because of their importance in the interpretation of stellar thermonuclear reactions. We showed the importance of the inclusion of correlation in a balanced way. The results are compared with existing theoretical calculations and with experimental data. The dispersion of experimental results for each analyzed transition prevents the assessment of the available theoretical data, calling for more accurate experimental results. 
